
Why Lexis GRC?

A comprehensive reputation protection solution supported 
by world-class regulatory content. It is the governance, risk, 
and compliance software that executive boards rely on. 
With a variety of modules available, you can customise your 
solution to meet your specific requirements.

Other Lexis GRC modules

• Auditing

• Compliance

• Enterprise Risk Management

• Forms and Checklists

• HIRA

Lexis® GRC/HIRA

Reducing your risks comes from 
knowing where they’re located. With 
Lexis® GRC’s Risk Assessment module, 
you can now identify hazards and 
assess them according to your specific 
risk matrix. This allows you to prioritise 
these according to assigned risk ratings.

HIRA
I D E N T I F Y.  AC C E S S .  P R I O R I T I S E . 
Lexis® GRC,  turning risk into value through effective 
Hazard Identification and Risk Assessment or Aspect 
Identification and Impact Reduction.

• Incident Management

• Legal Universe & Registers

• Lexis® Assure Regulatory Alerts

• Occupational Hygiene

• Surveys



With our Risk Assessment module, Risk 
Assessment Best Practices are available 
straight out the box. These stages are built 
in line with standard HIRA process criteria. 

Identify your hazards and environmental aspects 

Enjoy guided prompts that allow you to take all possible 
hazard scenarios into consideration. Through extensive 
research from worldwide authorities like the UK Health and 
Safety Executive, Workforce and Workcover from Australia, 
and National Safety Council from the USA, all prompts are 
accredited and legitimate. 

Evaluate all risk factors and environmental impacts 

Lexis® GRC offers you ease of use alongside accurate risk 
and impact predictions. Our risk assessment module will 
provide you with a simple 5x5 matrix methodology for 
convenience and evaluation purposes. This can be utilised 
as a 2 or 3-d matrix, depending on your preferences. Adjust 
levels to create larger or smaller grids with this flexible tool 
that can be tailored to suit your needs. 

Configurations to suit your needs . Customise any existing 
risk matrix to suit your company’s unique needs and rank 
these according to your risk ratings.

In-depth scoping before assessments begin 

We provide you with a simple guided process that 
ensures you ask the correct questions before 
any risk assessment begins. As a result, you’ll 
receive a correct and complete scope for every 
assessment. 

Controls and corrective actions 

Prioritise risk controls for corrective action using 
the action management tool. Guarantee that 
all identified risks are promptly and effectively 
resolved by setting automated email monitoring 
alerts and deadlines. 

LexisNexis.co.za/LexisGRC

Choose a value for money system that evolves with 
you. If you are looking to conserve resources, minimise 
risk and guarantee continuous improvement, don’t 
start from scratch - contact LexisNexis today.


